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We are told that the thousands of Central American kids
streaming into America aren’t really illegal aliens, that,
instead, they’re refugees from those Central American
countries where the drug cartels rule. My brainstorm is that
we stop worrying about Muslims killing Muslims in the Middle
East and, instead, send our military to Honduras, Salvador and
Guatemala, to wipe out their gangsters. Then the kids could
safely return to where they came from.
Simultaneously, we could send the National Guard into Chicago,
Detroit, Atlanta, Philadelphia, Newark and Washington, D.C.,
to clean out our own gangs. Even Rand Paul couldn’t object to
employing the military to defeat our native-born enemies, and
make inner-city neighborhoods safe for law-abiding citizens.
Secretary of State John (“Mr. Ed”) Kerry and his European
cohorts like to pretend that they are making progress with
Iran because that is what negotiators, otherwise known as
eunuchs with diplomatic immunity, do. I mean, everyone knows
that you don’t need plutonium for any benign use of nuclear
energy. But these lunkheads are so desperate to make it appear
they’re earning their salaries and all those fancy meals at
five star restaurants, that they’ve mastered the art of
turning a blind eye to the 800-pound Islamic gorilla
defecating in the middle of the room.
In the meantime, Barack Obama announces that we live in a
world that has rarely been so tranquil. But, to be fair, that
is probably how it appears to someone who spends his life on
uncrowded golf courses or being surrounded by adoring acolytes
at $30,000-a-plate fund-raisers.
It continues to astonish me how little coverage the media

expends when the Palestinians fire rockets into Israel and how
much moral outrage they muster when Israel, inevitably
portrayed as the aggressor in the world press, eventually
strikes back.
Inasmuch as warning civilians to evacuate buildings before a
bombing also serves to alert the terrorists, these pathetic
attempts by Israel to generate sympathy for their cause strike
me as the height of foolishness. For one thing, the antiSemitic American and European media will never be won over.
For another, the terrorists in Gaza and the West Bank don’t
wear uniforms, so, in a sense, the Palestinians are always
able to maintain that even those firing missiles into Israel
are civilians.
For the life of me, I have never understood why for the
longest time, both Israel and the United States have refused
to go into battle with the idea of winning a war and, instead,
are only too happy to play for a tie.
At least Israel has never lacked for politicians who have had
the ability to succinctly voice the differences between
themselves and their enemies, and who also happen to speak
English better than our own. It was Prime Minister Golda Meir
who said that she hoped that one day “the Arabs would love
their children more than they hate ours.” It was Israel’s
ambassador to the U.N., Abba Eban, who, in reference to peace
negotiations between the two people, pointed out that “the
Palestinians never miss an opportunity to miss an
opportunity.” And it is the current prime minister, Benjamin
Netanyahu, who recently noted that “We’re using missile
defenses to protect our citizens and they’re using their
citizens to protect their missiles.”
The Democrats always respond to any mention of Obama’s
plummeting approval numbers by pointing out that the numbers
for Congress are even worse. That’s even sillier than
comparing apples to oranges, which at least are both fruits.

While it’s true that most people hold Congress in contempt,
they tend to like their own representative. That’s why
incumbents usually win re-election. The exception to that rule
is when the people feel the president is doing a particularly
lousy job, which explains why the Democrats not only lost
control of the House and five seats in the Senate over the
past four years, but why Obama is the only two term president
in American history to garner fewer votes in his second
election.
At this point, Obama is so toxic that the only way the
Democrats have a chance of hanging on to the Senate is to
cheat this November. They always cheat, but they will be more
desperate than usual to keep Harry Reid in the driver’s seat.
Therefore, they will not only cheat when counting the ballots,
but will also use the more sophisticated approach of running
one of their own in the general elections, a fraud who will
self-identify as a Tea Party favorite, hoping to fool low
information Republicans into splitting their votes. So if you
happen to be one of those people who don’t follow politics
religiously, do us all a big favor and stay home on Election
Day.
The Senate Banking Committee is actually proposing legislation
to secure home loans for the high risk (read: minority)
community. This was the same sort of pandering that brought on
the real estate bubble and the financial collapse of 2008.
But, heck, that was all of six years ago, constituting ancient
history so far as Harry Reid and the minority vote-trolling
Democrats are concerned.
The other day I received a joke email that stated that Chicago
is famous for three things: Pizza, Gangsters and Corrupt
politicians. It concluded: One thing that can be said with
certainly is that Obama is definitely not a pizza.
For my part, it occurred to me that Dinesh D’Souza titled his
book and movie: “America: Where Would the World Be without

Her?” and that a similar book could be titled “Barack Obama:
Where Would the World Be without Him?” It would be a very
short book, as the obvious answer is: a whole lot better off.
Finally, you may have heard that the Selective Services System
mailed out 14,000 notices to Pennsylvania men born between
1893 and 1897. When I heard about it, I naturally assumed they
were being notified that their appointments at the VA were
finally being scheduled. It turned out they were being ordered
to register for the draft.
A while back, TV recruiting commercials were telling us that
the modern Army isn’t your father’s Army. No, I guess not.
Apparently it’s your great-great-grandfather’s Army!
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